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Abstract

Interfacially asymmetric magnetic multilayers made of heavy metal/ferromagnet have

attracted  considerable  attention  in  the  spintronics  community  for  accommodating

spin-orbit torques and meanwhile for hosting chiral spin textures. In these multilayers,
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the  accompanied  interfacial  Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya  interaction  (iDMI)  permits  the

formation of Néel-type spin textures. While significant progresses have been made in

Co, CoFeB, Co2FeAl, CoFeGd based multilayers, it would be intriguing to identify

new  magnetic  multilayers  which  could  enable  spin-torque  controllability  and

meanwhile  host  nanoscale skyrmions.  In  this  report,  we first  synthesize thin films

made of permanent magnet SmCo5 with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, in which

the deterministic spin-orbit torque (SOT) switching, enabled by the spin Hall effect, in

Pt/SmCo5/Ta  trilayer  is  demonstrated.  Further,  we show the  stabilization of  room-

temperature  skyrmions  with  diameters  approximately  100  nm  in  [Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15,

together with a skyrmionium-like spin texture in [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15 multilayers. Based on

the  material  specific  parameters,  micromagnetic  simulations  are  also  carried  out.

Results  of which confirm the presence of chiral  spin textures in this new material

family. Through interfacial engineering, our results thus demonstrate that rare earth

permanent  magnet  could  be  a new  platform  for  studying  the  interfacial  chiral

spintronics.

Introduction

Interfacial chiral magnetism in the heavy metal/ferromagnet (HM/FM) bilayer has

attracted  considerable  attention  in  spintronics  community[1,2].  Heavy  metals  with

strong spin-orbit interactions such as Pt, Ta, W could enable efficient manipulation of

magnetization through current-induced spin-orbit torques (SOTs)[3-5]. Additionally, the

spin-orbit  interaction  at  the  dissimilar  interfaces  produces  an  interfacial

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (iDMI)[6-9] that stabilizes  Néel-type domain walls

(DWs)[10-12] and skyrmions[13-15].  As governed by the symmetry,  the current-induced

SOTs  act  more  effectively  on  the  Néel-type  spin  textures[11,16].  While  significant

progresses  have  been  made  in  the  Co[17,18],  CoFeB[19,20],  Co2FeAl[21,22],  GdFeCo[23,24]

based  multilayers,  it  is  interesting  to  exploit  new  material  systems,  in  which  the

interplay  between  current-induced  SOTs  and  chiral  spin  textures  can  be

comprehensively investigated. 
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In this report, we first synthesize thin films made of rare-earth permanent magnet

of  nominal  composition  SmCo5 with  perpendicular  magnetic  anisotropy  (PMA).

Based on which,  an electric  control of perpendicular  magnetization vectors by the

current  induced SOTs,  and the  stabilization  of  nanoscale  Néel-type  skyrmions are

subsequently  demonstrated.  SmCo5 is  a  well-known rare-earth  permanent  magnet,

which has been widely investigated for the ultrahigh density recording media due to its

large  magnetic  anisotropy.  For  accommodating  SOTs  and  Néel-type  skyrmions,

SmCo5 films are required to exhibit PMA.  Previous studies have shown that SmCo5

films with PMA can be obtained by epitaxially growing SmCo5 (001) on top of Cu

(111)[25,26]. Since Cu exhibits a negligible spin-orbit coupling[27,28], it is thus not ideal

for accommodating both SOT and iDMI. In the present work, through synthesizing Pt/

SmCo5/N (N denotes a different HM layer) trilayers, the presence of PMA in SmCo5

film is  established  through interfacial  engineering.  The SOT-induced  deterministic

magnetization switching is also demonstrated by exploiting the spin Hall effects from

the involved HM layer[3,29]. We further prepare [Pt/SmCo5/N]15 (N = Ta, W and Ir)

multilayers,  in  which the formation of  nanoscale skyrmions and skyrmionium-like

spin textures are experimentally and numerically studied. Our work demonstrates that

rare earth permanent  magnet  SmCo5 could largely expand the  material  choice  for

interfacial chiral spintronics.

Results and discussion

Schematic  illustration  of  the  SmCo5 based  asymmetric  magnetic  multilayer  is

shown in Fig. 1(a). In particular, Ta(1)/Pt(3)/SmCo5(t)/N(3) multilayers (thickness in

nm, with N = Ta, W, Ir) are deposited by using an ultrahigh vacuum sputtering system.

Particularly,  for  the  SmCo5 film  deposition,  a  commercially  available  SmCo5

compound target is used. In order to characterize the composition of SmCo5 film, we

carried out an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  measurement  in the energy

range of 750-1200 eV, as shown in Fig. 1(b). From the Sm 3d spectrum, two peaks
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appear at  1110.4 eV and 1083 eV,  corresponding to Sm 3d3/2 and 3d5/2, respectively.

The other two peaks are located at  792.7 eV and 777.5 eV, which correspond to Co

2p1/2 and Co 2p3/2, respectively. This result confirms the presence of Sm and Co elements.

Through dividing the integrated element intensity by the element sensitivity from the

XPS measurement, the Sm/Co atomic ratio can be approximately determined to be

1/4.67, which is close to the nominal composition of the sputtering target. Note that

the  atomic  ratio  of  Sm/Co  (1/4.77)  is  further  confirmed  through  performing  an

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) experiment, as shown

in the Supplementary Information.

 

The  magnetic  properties  of  Pt/SmCo5/Ta  trilayers  are  studied  using  a

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Shown in Figs.

1(c) and 1(d) are the magnetic hysteresis loops (M−H ) that are acquired in films with

different thicknesses (t) of SmCo5, with fields being applied perpendicular (H z) and

parallel  (H ∕ ∕ )  to  the  film plane,  respectively.  When  t  <  1.2 nm, the  Pt/SmCo5/Ta

trilayers exhibit an in-plane anisotropy. Following the increased thickness of SmCo5

films to  t=1.5nm, a square-like hysteresis loop (M−H z)  confirms the presence of

PMA. Values of the saturation magnetization (M s) and the PMA effective field (μ0 H k)

are also extracted and shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. The value of  μ0 H k

increases with the increase of thickness (t <1.5 nm),  and followed by a decrease of

μ0 H k for  t >1.5 nm. Thus, we can identify the strongest PMA of value μ0 H k=¿ 400

mT at t=1.5 nm. Considering the strong thickness dependent magnetic anisotropy, our

results thus suggest that the occurrence of PMA in the Pt/SmCo5/Ta based trilayer is

of  interfacial  origin.  This  observation could be related to  the orbital  hybridization

between the 5d transition metal Pt and SmCo5, similar to that of Pt/Co interface[30,31].

Since the strongest PMA is observed in Pt/SmCo5(1.5 nm)/Ta trilayer, we use this

thickness  to  study  the  current-induced  SOTs,  the  existence  of  noncollinear  spin

textures and most importantly their interplay in the subsequent studies. Note that the
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magnetic damping parameters α=0.31 for Pt/SmCo5/Ta, α=0.31 for Pt/SmCo5/W, and

α=0.19 for Pt/SmCo5/Ir were respectively obtained through analyzing the symmetric

and antisymmetric components of the spectra acquired from spin-torque ferromagnetic

resonance  (ST-FMR)  experiments[32],  as  shown in  the  Supplementary  Information.

Note  that  the  relatively  large  damping  parameters  can  be  minimized  through  an

annealing process.

The incorporation of a Pt layer not only helps the development of PMA, but also

permits the current-induced SOT manipulation of the Pt/SmCo5/Ta trilayer, through

the electronic spin Hall effect[33,34], as shown in Fig. 2(a). Note that the deposition of Pt

and Ta layers on the opposite surfaces of SmCo5 film is motivated by the opposite spin

Hall angles of Pt and Ta[28].  This results in additive SOTs acting on the SmCo5
[35],

which  can  be  beneficial  for  efficient  perpendicular  magnetization  switching.  An

optical  image of  the  typical  Hall-bar  device  is  shown in  Fig.  2  (b).  The current-

induced SOT switching in the presence of in-plane fields (μ0 H x) is performed in the

Hall geometry, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. Through applying both

the  current  density  (J c)  and  in-plane  fields  (μ0 H x)  along  the  x direction,  the

anomalous Hall effect (AHE) resistance (R xy) is monitored. Since Rxy is proportional

to  the  perpendicular  magnetization  (M z)[36],  the  reversal  of  R xy thus  reflects  the

reversal of M z.

In the presence of  μ0 H x=±100 mT, upon sweeping  J c, the AHE loops change

their  polarities depending on the direction of  μ0 H x,  signifying the current-induced

SOT switching of the perpendicular magnetization (M z). This is consistent with the

reversed direction of the damping-like SOT effective field, which is a typical feature of

the  SOT-induced  magnetization  switching in  similar  PMA films[3,33].  A “diamond-

shaped” switching phase diagram is summarized in Fig. 2(e), in which the dependence

of critical  switching current  density (± J th)  on the in-plane fields (± μ0 H x)  can be

clearly seen. The critical switching current density J th changes from 1.04 ×107 A/cm2

to 0.67 ×107 A/cm2, as μ0 H x increases from 10 mT to 130 mT. This observation can
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be attributed to the fact that the larger tilting of  M z from out of plane results in a

reduction of energy barrier and hence a decreased  J th. Our results thus demonstrate

that  the  complementary  SOTs in  the  Pt/SmCo5/Ta  trilayer  can  be  implemented  to

electrically manipulate the perpendicular magnetization of the SmCo5 films.

We further studied the evolution of PMA in Pt/SmCo5/N trilayers. Shown in Figs.

3(a)  and  3(b)  are  the  M−H  loops  obtained  in  Pt/SmCo5/N (N =  Ta,  W and  Ir)

trilayers  with  magnetic  fields  being applied  out-of-plane  (H z)  and in-plane  (H ∕ ∕ ),

respectively. With the thickness of SmCo5 layer being fixed at 1.5 nm, it is clear that

different capping layers strongly modulate the strength of PMA. Namely, following the

increase of atomic number from Ta, W to Ir,  the strength of PMA in  Pt/SmCo5/N

gradually decreases[37,38].

In order to simultaneously quantify the efficiency of the current-induced SOTs

and the evolution of iDMI in these trilayers, we carry out a spin Hall magnetometry

experiment.  By applying a  dc current into  Pt/SmCo5/N trilayers, the SOT effective

field can be written as[39,40]: 

H eff
z
=

ℏθ sh j e

2 e μ0 M s tF
cosΦ ( j e , m⃗),                   (1)

here, ℏ, θsh, je, e, μ0, M s, tF are the reduced Planck constant, the spin Hall angle of the

HM, the charge current density flowing in the HM, the elementary charge, the vacuum

permeability,  the  saturation  magnetization and the thickness  of  the magnetic  film,

respectively. And m⃗ is the spin orientation in the center of DWs which determines the

DW of being (chiral/achiral) Néel/Bloch types, Φ ( je , m⃗) is the relative angle between

je and m⃗. In the case of je and m⃗ are collinear[39,40],  cosΦ=±1. This corresponds to

the motion of chiral Néel-type of DW. Through applying in-plane magnetic fields (

H x , y) which compete with the effective field of iDMI (H D), spins inside the DW (m⃗)

start to rotate, which alter the magnitude of H eff
z . As a result, dynamics of DW driven

by  je change  from motion  (|H x|<HD)  to  contraction  or  expansion  (|H x|>HD).  In

particular,  the  SOT efficiency of  χSOT=μ0 H eff
z

/ je will  be  saturated  when the  DW
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profile changes from chiral to achiral Néel DWs (at which H x fully compensates H D).

Thus χSOT  enables both the effective field of iDMI and the efficiency of SOTs to be

simultaneously obtained.

Since H eff
z can be treated as an effective field along the z-axis, the presence of H eff

z

manifests  as  a  horizontal  shift  of  AHE loop in the  presence  of  ± μ0 H x and  ± j e.

Shown in  Fig.  3(c)  are  typical  results  of  spin  Hall  magnetometry,  measured  in  a

Pt/SmCo5/Ta trilayer with μ0 H x=+50 mT and I=± 6mA. The distinct horizontal shift

of the AHE loops from the origin can be clearly seen. In particular, the effective field

μ0 H eff
z
=¿

 can be determined, in which 
μ0 Δ H+¿¿ (μ0 Δ H−¿¿) denotes the shift of AHE

loops from the origin in the presence of I=6 mA (I=−6mA), respectively. The shifted

loops for Pt/SmCo5/W and Pt/SmCo5/Ir  trilayers  were given in  the Supplementary

Information. Through systematically examining the dependence of μ0 H eff
z  on μ0 H x, a

SOT efficiency χSOT  vs. H x can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(d). 

It  has  been mentioned  that  the  saturation  of  χSOT  vs.  H x corresponds  to  the

compensation of  H D by H x (i.e.,  Néel DWs from being  chiral to achiral)[39,41]. This

enables the effective field of iDMI (H D) to be directly determined. It is known that the

iDMI parameter D=μ0 M s Δ HD, where Δ=√2 A/ μ0 M s H k is the DW width and A is

exchange  stiffness  coefficient[39,40],  respectively.  Following a  simple  calculation,  the

iDMI parameters for Pt/SmCo5/N trilayers (N = Ta, W, Ir) are estimated to be 1.47 mJ/

m2, 1.35 mJ/m2 and 0.75 mJ/m2, respectively. Such a decrease of iDMI following the

increase of atomic number (Ta, W and Ir) shares a similar trend as the evolution of

PMA strength. This observation indicates the important role of spin-orbit interaction

in mediating PMA and iDMI in the present material system. These parameters are

tabulated in Table 1. Note that the evolution of iDMI in Pt/SmCo5/Ta (W, Ir) trilayers

is in stark contrast with that of Pt/Co/Ta (W, Ir) trilayers [15,42,43], in which the additive

iDMI is  maximized in the Pt/Co/Ir  trilayer.  This observation can be linked to  the
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usage of SmCo5 that modifies the spin-orbit interaction energy at the interface and

hence  the  strength  of  iDMI,  as  well  as  the  PMA.  On  the  other  hand,  a  clear

understanding  of  this  aspect  requires  further  studies  from  the  first  principle

calculation. 

The  efficiency  χSOT  in  these  Pt/SmCo5/N  trilayers  are  also  examined.  It  should

mention here that efficiencies χSOT  in Pt/SmCo/Ta and Pt/SmCo5/W trilayers are larger

than that in Pt/SmCo5/Ir trilayer. We attribute this observation to the negligible spin

Hall  effect in Ir  and the additive SOTs arising from the opposite spin Hall  angles

between Pt  and Ta (or  W)[44,45]. Based on  θSH=
2 e
ℏ M st F χ,  the  effective  spin  Hall

angles of Pt/SmCo5/Ta, Pt/SmCo5/W and Pt/SmCo5/Ir can be obtained as 0.68, 0.53

and 0.29, respectively. These values are in agreement with the sum of the reported

spin Hall angles of Pt (+0.02~0.15)[28,46], Ta (-0.15~-0.25)[47,48], W (-0.18~-0.36) 45,  [49],

and Ir (0.01~0.02)[50,51] films, and are similar with the results from the Pt/Co/Ta[44] and

W/CoTb/Pt[45] trilayers.

The relatively large iDMI strengths in Pt/SmCo5/N trilayers suggest the possible

formation  of  Néel-type spin  textures  in  SmCo5 based  inversion  asymmetric

multilayers.  We  subsequently  synthesize  Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/N]15/Ta  (N  =  Ta,  W,  Ir)

multilayers.  Shown in  Fig.  4(a)  are  the  perpendicular  magnetic  hysteresis  loops  (

M−H z), following the order of Ta, W and Ir, respectively. Note that these loops are

similar to those of typical multilayers hosting skyrmions[52-54]. 

To observe the formation of nanoscale skyrmions and their field-driven dynamics

in  Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/N]15/Ta  (N  =  Ta,  W,  Ir)  multilayers,  we  performed  a  magnetic

transmission soft X-ray microscopy experiment on multilayers grown on 100 nm thick

Si3N4 membranes, at the Co L3 edge. Shown in Figs. 4(b) - 4(d) are the X-ray magnetic

circular dichroism (XMCD) images acquired in Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15/Ta multilayer at
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μ0 H z=45 mT  (marked  as  I),  μ0 H z=0 mT  (marked  as  II)  and  μ0 H z=−30 mT

(marked as III), respectively. These images also correspond to the marked red points in

Fig. 4(a). It is clear that bubble-like spin textures are observed at high magnetic fields

(I and III), while labyrinthine domains emerge at zero field (II). The corresponding

XMCD images  for  Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/W]15/Ta  and  Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15/Ta  multilayer  are

shown in Figs. 4(f) - 4(h) and Figs. 4(j) - 4(l), respectively. At zero magnetic field, it

can be seen that the domain width increases following the order of Ta,  W and Ir,

reflecting the decrease of iDMI. More interestingly, we observed a skyrmionium-like

spin textures in the Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15/Ta multilayer. 

In  order  to  reveal  the  detailed  spin profile of  these noncollinear  spin textures,  we

subsequently  performed  a  layer-resolved  micromagnetic  simulations  based  on  the

material  specific  parameters  that  were  tabulated  in  Table  1.  The  micromagnetic

simulation at μ0 H z = 50 mT is done by using the Mumax3 software, results of which

are  shown  in  Fig.  5  for  [Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15,  [Pt/SmCo5/W]15 and  [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15,

respectively. The top view of the spin profiles shown in the left column, corresponding

to a single isolated skyrmion, stripe domains and a skyrmionium that were found in

the  [Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15,  [Pt/SmCo5/W]15 and  [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15 multilayers,  respectively.

The layer-resolved spin profiles can be seen from the right panels. The layer-resolved

results  suggest  the  same  spin  profile  maintained  in  each  magnetic  layer  of  the

[Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15 and  [Pt/SmCo5/W]15 multilayers,  as  shown in Figs.  5  (b)  and (d),

respectively. The skyrmionium shown in Fig. 5 (f) in the [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15  multilayer,

however,  exhibits  a  hybridized  spin  profile.  Namely,  the  arrangement  of  magnetic

moments  in  the  first  three  layers  is  opposite  with  the  last  twelve  layers,  which  is

similar to the hybridized spin textures that were observed in multilayers with relatively

small iDMI[55,56]. This is caused by the competitive effect of iDMI and interlayer dipole

coupling. Namely, the Ta and W capping layers introduce relatively large iDMI values

that maintain the spin chirality of each magnetic layer. However, in [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15

multilayer, the  interlayer  dipole coupling overcomes  the  relatively  small  iDMI that
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reverses the spin chirality of different magnetic layers, which results in the formation

of hybridized skyrmionium profile across the magnetic layers.

Conclusion

In conclusion, based on the rare earth permanent magnet SmCo5, we have investigated

the thickness and interface dependent PMA in a series of Pt/SmCo5/N (N = Ta, W and

Ir) trilayers. In particular, we have identified an interfacial origin of the PMA, and we

have also found that the Pt/SmCo5(1.5 nm)/Ta trilayer exhibits the strongest PMA. We

further investigated the current-induced SOT switching,  the efficiency of spin-orbit

torques and iDMI in the  Pt/SmCo5/N (N =  Ta, W, Ir) trilayers. We have found that

both the strength of PMA and interfacial DMI are strongest with Ta capping which

decrease following the increase of atomic number to W and to Ir. Our results thus

identified the important role of spin-orbit interaction in mediating PMA, SOTs and

iDMI  in  the  present  material  system.  Through  synthesizing  magnetic  multilayers

[Pt/SmCo5/N]15 (N = Ta, W and Ir), the stabilization of skyrmions around 100 nm is

identified  by  using  the  transmission  X-ray  microscopy.  More  intriguingly,  a

skyrmionium-like  spin  texture  is  experimentally  discovered.  Through  using  the

material specific parameters, we carried out layer-resolved micromagnetic simulations,

which  reveals  the  detailed  spin  profile  of  these  noncollinear  spin  textures.  In  the

future, one could optimize the growth conditions of SmCo5 for achieving a stronger

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, which could be beneficial for realizing thermally

stable SOT devices and smaller skyrmions. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that

the rare earth permanent magnet could be implemented for optimizing the interaction

between spin-orbit torques and noncollinear spin textures, which can be useful for the

future development of interfacial chiral spintronics.

Experiments

SmCo5 films with varying thicknesses were deposited via the dc magnetron sputtering

from a SmCo5 compound target (purity 99.95%) at  room temperature by using an
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ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) sputtering system (AJA-Orion 8). The base pressure of the

main chamber is better than 2 × 10−8 Torr. During the deposition, the argon pressure

was fixed at 3 mTorr and depositing rate of each layer is 0.02 nm/s. We prepared Ta(1

nm)/Pt(3  nm)/SmCo5(t  nm)/N(3 nm)  and Ta(1 nm)/[Pt(3  nm)/SmCo5(1.5 nm)/N(3

nm)]15 multilayers in which N denotes different capping layers such as Ta, W and Ir

(thickness in nm). A 1 nm Ta seeding layer is deposited before growing Pt layer. A 3

nm capping layer is used to maintain asymmetric interfaces and meanwhile acts as a

protection layer. Films grown on the Si/SiO2 substrates were used for magnetometry

and transport  measurements.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis  was

carried out by using an Escalab-250 instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) that

is equipped with a hemisphere detector and a monochromatic Al-Kα X-ray source.

The Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was carried out by using

high  performance  field  emission  scanning  electron  microscope  (Zeiss  Merlin).

Magnetometry  measurements  were  done  using  a  superconducting  quantum

interference  device  (SQUID)  magnetometer.  Hall-bar  devices  were  fabricated  by

standard photolithography and followed by an argon ion milling process. The current-

induced SOT switching and spin Hall magnetometry measurements were done using a

triple-axis superconducting magnet (5T-2T-2T).  The multilayers were grown on 100

nm thickness  Si3N4  membrane  (Clean  SiN,  Suzhou).  The  X-ray  magnetic  circular

dichroism (XMCD) imaging in transmission geometry were done  at the Co L3 edge

(778.5  eV) using  a  full-field  transmission  soft  X-ray  microscope  (XM-1)  at  the

beamline  6.1.2  at  the  Advanced  Light  Source  of  Lawrence  Berkeley  National

Laboratory.  In  order  to  probe  the  out-of-plane  XMCD  contrast,  samples  were

positioned with the plane normal in parallel with the incident circularly polarized X-

ray beam. 

Micromagnetic Simulations

The micromagnetic simulations were performed by means of numerically integrating

the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation using the Mumax3 software:
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d M⃗
d t =- γ M⃗× H⃗ eff −

αγ
Ms

[M⃗ ×( M⃗× H⃗ eff )],              (e-1)

where α is the damping coefficient, M⃗ is the magnetization vector, M s is the saturation

magnetization, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, andH⃗ eff =−
1
μ0 V

d E
d M⃗

                       is the

effective field generated by energies (DMI energy, Zeeman energy, exchange energy,

interlayer dipole coupling energy, magnetic anisotropy energy and demagnetization

energy). Here, μ0=4 π ×10−7 T ∙m / A is the vacuum permeability and V is the volume

of each element. We used a discretization cell of 2 × 2 × 1.5 nm3 for [Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15

multilayer, 5 × 5 × 1.5 nm3 for [Pt/SmCo5/W]15 and [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15 multilayers, with

the specific parameters tabulated in the Table 1. The exchange constant A = 10 pJ/m

and the perpendicular magnetic field is at H z = 50 mT, respectively.
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Figure 1.  (a)  The structure sketch of the Ta/Pt/SmCo5/Ta multilayer.  (b)  The XPS

spectra  of  Sm  3d  and  Co  2p.  (c)  and  (d)  The  magnetic  hysteresis  loops  of

Ta/Pt/SmCo5(t  = 1.2, 1.5 and 2 nm)/Ta multilayers measured by using SQUID with

magnetic  fields being applied perpendicular  (H z)  and parallel  (H ∕ ∕ )  to  the sample

plane. (e) Thickness dependent saturation magnetization (M s) of SmCo5 multilayers.

(f) The evolution of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy field (H k) as a function of

the thicknesses (t) of SmCo5.
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Figure 2. (a) An optical image of the fabricated Hall-bar device. (b) The sketch of spin

currents generated in Pt and Ta layer via the spin Hall effect. (c) and (d) The Hall

resistance with cycling current density with in-plane magnetic field μ0 H x=+¿100 mT

and μ0 H x= -100 mT, respectively. (e) The switching phase diagram which summarizes

the  critical  switching  current  density  versus  in-plane  magnetic  fields,  M z>0 and

M z<0 correspond to the normal component  of the magnetization pointing up and

down, respectively. The curves define the boundaries between different magnetization

states.
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Figure 3. Shown in (a) and (b) are the hysteresis loops of Ta/Pt/SmCo5/N (N = Ta, Ir

and W) measured by SQUID with magnetic fields being applied perpendicular and

parallel  to  the  sample  plane.  (b)  The  AHE curves  of  Ta/Pt/SmCo5/Ta  which  was

measured in the Hallbar device. The distinct shift between AHE loops were observed

through in the presence of  I=± 6mA and  μ0 H x=500 mT. (d) The  μ0 H x dependent

SOT efficient χ for the Ta/Pt/SmCo5/N (N = Ta, Ir and W) multilayers.
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Figure 4. The hysteresis loops of the Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/N]15/Ta multilayers measured with

magnetic fields being applied perpendicular to film are shown in (a), (e) and (i), with

N = Ta, W, Ir. (b)-(d) The XMCD images of magnetic domain configurations in the

Ta/(Pt/SmCo5/Ta)15/Ta multilayer under different magnetic fields, corresponding to the

marked red points I, II and III (shown in (a)), respectively. In Fig. (b), a few isolated

skyrmions show up at μ0 H z=45 mT. (c) Irregular domain structures are observed at

zero field, (d) Changing the polarity of magnetic fields (μ0 H z=−30 mT) reverses the

magnetization orientation,  and the  topology of  the  skyrmions.  (f)-(h)  The XMCD

images of domain states in Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/W]15/Ta multilayer under different magnetic

fields, corresponding to the marked red points I (47 mT), II (0 mT) and III (-27 mT),

shown in (e).  (j)-(l)  The XMCD images of domain states in Ta/[Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15/Ta

multilayer under different magnetic fields, corresponding to the marked red points I

(84 mT), II (0 mT) and III (-46 mT), shown in (i). In particular, a skyrmionium-like

spin texture is identified in (j).
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Figure 5. The layer-resolved micromagnetic simulation results based on the material

specific parameters.  Shown on the left/right  are the top view and side view of an

isolated  skyrmion,  stripe  domains  and  skyrmionium  that  were  found  in

[Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15,  [Pt/SmCo5/W]15  and  [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15 multilayers,  respectively.  The

arrows indicate the direction of the magnetization vector (m), and the different colors

(from red to blue) represent the change of mz from +1 to -1. The layer-resolved results

suggest  the  same  spin  profile  is  maintained  in  each  magnetic  layer  of  the

[Pt/SmCo5/Ta]15 and  [Pt/SmCo5/W]15 multilayers,  as  shown  in  Figs.  5(b)  and  (d),

respectively. The skyrmionium shown in Fig. 5 (f) in the [Pt/SmCo5/Ir]15  multilayer

exhibits a hybridized spin profile across the magnetic layers. Namely, the configuration

in first three layers is opposite with the last twelve layers.
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Trilayer Multilayer

Ms

(emu/cc)

μ0 H k

(mT)

D

(mJ/m2)

χ

[mT/(106A/cm2)]

θSH α Ms

(emu/cc)

μ0 H k

(mT)

Pt/SmCo5/Ta 640 380 1.47 2.38 0.68 0.31 690 130

Pt/SmCo5/W 707 340 1.35 1.66 0.53 0.31 645 300

Pt/SmCo5/Ir 670 160 0.75 0.99 0.29 0.19 670 180

Table 1: The material specific parameters of Pt/SmCo5/N (N = Ta, W and Ir) trilayers
and [Pt/SmCo5/N]15 multilayers.
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